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Ergo VIP
Ergo Dual VIP

Modular personal care solutions
for complex needs
ERGONOMIC DESIGN  |  SAFETY  |  INDEPENDENCE



Modular personal care solutions 
for those with more complex
seating and positioning needs

The Aquatec Ergo VIP and Ergo Dual VIP are 
modular tilt in space shower chair commodes 
designed to suit a wide range of individuals and 
their postural needs. Both models benefit from 
a -5° to 40° seat tilt angle, whilst the Dual VIP 
has an additional backrest recline of 0° to 35° for 
those with more complex seating and positioning 
requirements.

As with all Ergo models, the VIP and Dual VIP can 
be tailored to each individual by making some 
simple adjustments or by adding some easy to 
fit, off the shelf accessories. Furthermore, their 
ergonomic design ensures ease of use for the carer 
whilst providing optimum safety and comfort to the 
user.

NEW Contoured, ergonomic seat
 Based on the imprints people leave behind when seated to ensure  

a more upright and stable seating position.

 A 5° seat tilt to lift the knees into the natural squat position  
for toileting.

 Transfer supports at the front to allow the user to position themselves  
into a comfortable position for toileting and showering.

Ergo VIP Family

Highly customizable

See full range of accessories online at www.clarkehealthcare.com

NEW Ergonomic tilt
 The new pivot and slide mechanism means that during tilt, the chair now moves 

downwards and forwards which keeps the user’s center of gravity close to that 
of the chair. This makes the tilt operation lighter and more intuitive for the carer, 
creates a smoother and more comfortable experience for the user and has 
reduced the overall footprint of the product without affecting  
its stability.



Extremely stable

 Enhanced stability for 
additional safety and 
reassurance

NEW FEATURES

1

Ergonomic tilt

 Ergonomic tilt with weight 
shifting abilities

2

Innovative 
ergonomic seat

 Contoured, ergonomic seat 
plate encourages a more 
upright seating position for 
enhanced independence  
and comfort

3

Smaller footprint

 Optimized wheel base makes 
it easier to maneuver in  
small spaces

4

-5° to 40°



Other features

 Stainless steel 
corrosion free frame.

 Extremely stable even 
at maximum tilt.

 Machine washable 
tension adjustable 
backrest.

 Armrest height, 
footrest height and 
seat height can be 
easily adjusted.

 5° - 35° Backrest Recline  

Ergo Dual VIP Only

5° - 35°



Meet the
Ergo VIP and 

Ergo Dual VIP ...
Modular tilt in space models to suit a wide range of

individuals and their postural needs.

Ergo VIP

 -5°-40° seat tilt angle

Ergo DualVIP

 -5°-40° seat tilt angle with an additional 
backrest recline of 5° - 35°



kg

 Seat width 	 Seat depth 	 Total width 	 Total depth 	 Width between  
     armrests 

Ergo VIP 18.7” 18.7” 22” 39” 17.75”

Ergo Dual VIP 18.7” 18.7” 22” 39” 17.75”

Technical Data 

For more comprehensive information about this product, including the product’s user manual,  
please see your Clarke Health Care rep or Aquatec dealer.  

 Tilt angle seat 	 Tilt angle back 	 Weight 	 Load capacity  

Ergo VIP -5° - 40° - 51.8 lb. 330 lb.

Ergo Dual VIP -5° - 40° 5° - 35° 62.4 lb. 330 lb.

White

Frame color 	 Regulatory data 

Clarke Healthcare Products
7830 Steubenville Pike, Oakdale, PA 15071
www.clarkehealthcare.com    888-347-4537

© 2018 Invacare International GmbH. All rights reserved. All information quoted is believed to be correct at time of print.
Invacare reserves the right to alter product specifications without prior consultation. Invacare Ergo Range - EU - 07/2018



Ergo Family

Modular personal care solutions

SAFE  |  INDEPENDENT  |  ERGONOMIC



Customer insight-led design 
to enhance independence, 
safety and flexibility.

Personal care is highly private activity and is an
important part of a person’s life and wellbeing.
The Aquatec Ergo Family of shower chair
commodes have been designed with user comfort,
independence and dignity in mind. Next generation 
of the well-established Aquatec shower chairs, the 
Ergo family comes packed with a range of new 
features, designed to make personal care activities 
easier for both the user and carer.

Safety, independence and dignity
A newly contoured seat surface has been developed
to encourage a more upright and stable seating
position, promoting user independence and overall

comfort. Enhanced stability at the front of the base
allows for a smaller footprint and offers user added
safety and reassurance when seated in the chair.
Furthermore, the optimized wheelbase makes it
even easier for a carer to maneuver the chair in
small spaces as well as allowing for a better fit over
standard toilets for independent toileting.

Modular and flexible design
The modular design of the Ergo family means
that the chairs can be adapted to suit a wide range
of user needs by making some simple adjustments,
or by adding some of our easy to fit, off-the-shelf
accessories.

OTHER features include:
 Stable stainless steel frame 

 Machine washable tension adjustable back with quick-release buckles 

 Easy disassembly for transportation and storage

Ergo Family



Innovative 
ergonomic seat

 Insight-led design 
encourages a more 
upright seating 
position for enhanced 
independence and 
comfort

NEW FEATURES

1

Greater 
adaptability

 With an increased height 
adjustment range on the 
footrests and armrests

2

Compact and 
easy to handle

	Optimized wheel 
base makes it easy 
to maneuver in 
small spaces

4 Extremely 
stable

	Enhanced stability 
at the front for 
additional safety 
and reassurance

3



Highly Configurable 

Available with a extensive range of positioning, safety, toileting and seating accessories 
that can be used to support a wide range of conditions and postural needs. 

See full range of accessories online at www.clarkehealthcare.com

NEW Contoured, ergonomic seat plate
 Based on the imprints people leave behind when seated

 A 5° seat tilt lifts the knees into a natural squat position for toileting

 Transfer supports at the front to allow the user to position themselves into a 
comfortable position

Positioning Safety Toileting Seating and Backrests

Tilt in space models:
Ergo VIP and Ergo Dual VIP

 Both have a -5-40° seat tilt angle with a smart weight shift mechanism 
that ensures optimal stability on a small footprint, whilst the Ergo Dual 
VIP has an additional backrest recline of 5°-35°



Introducing the
Ergo Family

From a standard transit model, through to tilt and recline,
meet the flexible range of shower chairs that offer personal
care solutions for a wide range of physical conditions.

Ergo  
SPXL  

An entry level 
plus-size model 
with a maximum 
user weight of 

400 lb.

 
Ergo XL  
An entry level  

plus-size 
attendant 

propelled model 
with a maximum 
user weight of 

400 lb.

 
Ergo VIP 

Designed for 
individuals who 
require slightly 

more assistance 
with postural 
control when 

seated

 
Ergo  

An entry level 
attendant 

propelled model

Ergo Dual 
VIP 

Designed for 
individuals with 
complex seating 
and positioning 

needs

 
Ergo SP  
An entry level 
self-propelling 

model

Ergo Family



kg

 Seat width 	 Seat depth 	 Total width 	 Total depth 	 Width between  
     armrests 

Ergo 18.7” 18.7” 22” 35.3” 17.75”

Ergo XL 18.7” 18.7” 25” 35.3” 20.87”

Ergo SP 18.7” 18.7” 26” 41” 17.75”

Ergo SPXL 18.7” 18.7” 26” 41” 20.87”

Ergo VIP 18.7” 18.7” 22” 39” 17.75”

Ergo Dual VIP 18.7” 18.7” 22” 39” 17.75”

Technical Data 

For more comprehensive information about this product, including the product’s user manual,  
please visit www.clarkehealthcare.com. 

 Tilt angle seat 	 Tilt angle back 	 Weight 	 Load capacity  

Ergo - - 37.5 lb. 330 lb.

Ergo XL - - 39.7 lb. 400 lb.

Ergo SP - - 50.7 lb. 330 lb.

Ergo SPXL - - 52.9 lb. 400 lb.

Ergo VIP -5° - 40° - 51.8 lb. 330 lb.

Ergo Dual VIP -5° - 40° 5° - 35° 62.4 lb. 330 lb.

White

Frame color 	 Regulatory data 

Clarke Healthcare Products
7830 Steubenville Pike, Oakdale, PA 15071
www.clarkehealthcare.com    888-347-4537

© 2018 Invacare International GmbH. All rights reserved. All information quoted is believed to be correct at time of print.
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Ergo
ACCESSORIES AND ADJUSTMENTS



A1603142

 Standard soft seat 
overlay. With key 
shaped cut out.

A1603155

 Splash guard. Clips on 
easily for use with the 
standard plastic seat, 
standard soft seat 
overlay and small soft 
seat overlay.

A1603577

 XL back. Increases the 
width between armrests 
by 3", Included with 
ErgoXL model, can be 
retrofitted to standard 
Ergo model.

A1603143

 Soft seat insert. Can be 
used with or without 
the soft seat when 
commode function is 
not required. 

A1531259

 Ergonomic soft seat 
overlay, extra soft, 
textured surface for 
pelvic stability. 4.6" 
thick.

A1575299

 Solid fixed backrest. 
Offers a stable upright 
position and is easy to 
clean.

A1603145

 Small soft seat overlay. 
With small, oval 
opening for smaller and 
young adults.

A1544469

 Variable soft seat. 
Hygiene cut out can 
be positioned in all 
directions.

A1470086

 Wider XL armrest. 
Increases distance 
between armrests by 
1.5" each side.

A1603152

 Small soft seat insert. 
Can be used with the 
small soft seat when 
the commode function 
is not required.

A1603154

 Universal soft seat 
overlay. Comfortable 
closed seat surface.

A1558769

 Soft backrest cushion. 
For additional stability 
and comfort. Will also 
benefit smaller users and 
young adults. Helps to 
decrease seat depth.

Accessories
Seating and backrests   

A1603606, A1604136, 
A1604016

 Comfort backrest. For 
additional comfort, 
adjustable tension, 
quick-release buckles. 
Machine washable. 

Accessories - Ergo Family



D10167, A1470078

 Safety Support bar.
Additional safety and
reassurance, attaches
to arm supports. XL
size fits ErgoXL.

A1470081, A1470082

 Padded chest
belt, seat belt. For
safe positioning.,
Individually adjustable,
machine washable.

A1470077

 Arm rest lock. Locks
armrest in up or down
position.

A1535077

 Side lateral supports.
For safe trunk
positioning, Width and
height adjustable trunk
support.

A1531613

 Ergonomic headrest
holder. Safe and
comfortable with various
adjustment positions.
Pad not included.

A1643572,A1643543

 Calf support with foot
support. Padded ELR
both height and angle
adjustable.

WDSS100P

 Swing-away side
laterals. Adjustable
length, swing-away
bracket for transfers.

A1531608

 Ergonomic neckrest.
Offers exceptional
management of the
head position.

A1643573,A1643574

 Calf and amputee support.
Padded, both height and
angle adjustable. For use with
the standard plastic seat,
standard soft seat overlay
and small soft seat overlay.

WDACD100

 Arm trough. Provides
additional padded
support for arm.

A1531465

 Ergonomic headrest.
Larger pad for head
positioning.

BB218, BB220

 Calf strap. Snaps
onto footrest tubes,
Can prevent feet
from kicking behind
footrests.

A1603992, A1601986

 Front and back anti-
tippers. For additional
safety in transfers or
positioning.

Toileting  

D10230

 Commode pan with
lid. Ergonomic handle
allows caretaker to easily
remove from pan holder.
Scale inside pan.

Safety  Positioning  



Armrests

 Ergonomic, swing away 
armrests can be adjusted 
to different heights.

Adjustments
All Ergo models can be adjusted
to suit a range of user sizes.

Footrests

 Height adjustable, swing away 
and detachable footrests

 No tools required.

Seat Height

 Seat to ground height 
can be adjusted between 
18.5” - 23.4”

 No tools required.

Footplates

 Angle adjustable, flip-up 
and textured footplates 
with heel loops

 No tools required.



Introduction

This useful guide explains how the Aquatec Ergo Family

can be customized to suit a wide range of physical

conditions by making simple adjustments or by adding

some easy to fit, off-the-shelf accessories.

Meet the
Ergo Family...

Ergo  
SPXL  

Plus-size
self-propelling

model

 
Ergo XL  

Plus-size
attendant
propelled

model

 
Ergo VIP 

Tilt-in-space
model

 
Ergo  
Attendant
propelled

model

Ergo Dual 
VIP 

Tilt-in-space
model with

backrest recline

 
Ergo SP  
Self-propelling

model



Compatibility
Most accessories are cross compatible with all Ergo models.

Clarke Healthcare Products
7830 Steubenville Pike, Oakdale, PA 15071
www.clarkehealthcare.com    888-347-4537

© 2018 Invacare International GmbH. All rights reserved. All information quoted is believed to be correct at time of print.
Invacare reserves the right to alter product specifications without prior consultation. Invacare Ergo Range - EU - 07/2018

 - Compatible
X - Not compatible
S - Included

       Ergo 
 Product  Ergo Ergo Ergo Ergo Dual 
 Code Ergo SP XL SPXL VIP VIP

Standard soft seat A1603142  	 	 	 	 

Soft seat insert A1603143  	 	 	 	 

Small soft seat A1603145  	 	 	 	 

Small soft seat insert A1603152  	 	 	 	 

Splash guard A1603155  	 	 	 	 

Universal Soft seat A1603154  	 	 	 	 

Ergonomic Special soft seat A1531259  	 	 	 	 

Variable soft seat A1544469  	 	 	 	 

Safety bar D10167 	  X X 	 

Safety bar XL A1470078 X X 	  X X

Chest belt A1470081  	 	 	 	 

Pelvic/seat belt A1470082  	 	 	 	 

Armrest lock A1470077  	 	 	 	 

Arm Trough WDACD100  	 	 	 	 

XL Back A1603577   S S  X

Fixed/solid backrest A1575299   X X  

Soft backrest cushion A1558769  	 	 	 	 

Wider XL armrest A1470086   X X  

24” wheels (set) A16379  S  S  

Calf and Amputee support right A1556893  	 	 	 	 

Calf and Amputee support left A1556894  	 	 	 	 

Calf support w/ foot support right ELR A1546439  	 	 	 	 

Calf support w/ foot support left ELR A1546705  	 	 	 	 

Calf strap 18” BB218  	 	 	 	 

Calf strap 20” BB220  	 	 	 	 

Side lateral A1535077  	 	 	 	 

Swing-away side lateral WDSS100P  	 	 	 	 

Ergonomic headrest holder A1531613 X X X X	 	 

Ergonomic headrest A1531465 X X X X	 	 

Ergonomic neckrest A1531608 X X X X	 	 

Commode pan with lid D10230  	 	 	 	 

Guide rail for commode pan A1602078  	 	 	 	 

Front and back anti-tipper A1603992 X X X X 	 

Front anti-tipper A1601986 	 	 	  X X

Comfort soft backrest ErgoVIP A1603606 X X X X 	 

Comfort soft backrest Ergo A1604136 	  X X X X

Comfort soft backrest ErgoXL A1604016 X X 	  X X



Who is taking care of the caregiver? Aquatec is, with the Ocean E-VIP
providing seating and positioning in an adjustable shower commode
chair system, designed to alleviate lifting and back strains. Ocean 
E-VIP consists of a seating system mounted on an electronically
height-adjustable wheeled chassis.

For all your hygiene needs, Ocean E-VIP rolls over a commode or into
a shower. The seat rises to 41” with a remote control. With the same
ease, the remote controls the tilt angle of the seat. The patient is placed
at a height or angle best suited for the care necessary. The chair can
operate a full day, up to 40 cycles on a single charge.There are plenty of
positioning adjustments made with seat, back, head and foot rests. All
this movement is done with minimal effort from the caregiver. Ocean
E-VIP is suitable for home or institutional use, anywhere a caregiver
needs more assistance.

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com

Features
• Adjust seat height by remote

• Tilt-in-space position controlled by remote

• Corrosion-free materials

• Adjustable head support and footrests

• Padded chest belt included

• Directional lock on rear wheel for better handling

• Complete chair can be cleaned in autoclave

• Rechargeable battery provides 40 cycles on a 
single charge

Components
The frame is constructed from stainless steel, aluminum or plastics to achieve a corrosion free
product. The electrical components are sealed, allowing the chair to be cleaned or disinfected by
commercial cleaning methods. Recharging can be done on the chair, or when used in shower rooms,
the battery case can be removed and recharged off the chair. 

Three wheels have foot activated brakes and one rear wheel has a directional lock for better handling
when transporting the patient. Padded chest belt is included. The head support can be adjusted
horizontally and vertically. Removable, washable back upholstery is also adjustable for best fit.  

Warranty
Ocean E-VIP has a limited two year warranty against manufacturer’s defects. 
The battery is excluded.

Sealed electrical components

Lowest Height

Raised, Tilted Seat Raised

Full Height, Tilted Full Height

Padded Chest Belt Adjustable Footplate

Directional Caster Lock Adjustable Head Support



CHP 49B

SPECIFICATIONS Ocean E-VIP

Overall height, without headrest 41.7" - 63"

Overall width 28.5"

Overall length including footrest 39.4"

Seat height 19.5" - 41"

Seat width 18.75"

Seat depth 17.5"

Width between casters 17.5"

Width between armrests 18"

Width between armrests w/opt. arm width ext.  21"

Battery 24V, 2.9Ah

Weight of chair 86 lb.

Capacity 330 lb.

Product number A1471208

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com

Splash Guard Soft Seat Insert

Swing Away Side Lateral Side Lateral with 
Angle Adjustable Pad

Side Lateral with
Height Adjustable Pad

Safety Bar Safety Belts

Arm Trough

Ergonomic Head Rest
Holder

Calf Strap

Calf Support with 
Foot Support

Calf and Amputee Support

Toilet Soft Seat Action Gel Overlay

Wide XL Armrests Collection Pan with Lid 

Solid Backrest Soft Backrest Cushion Head/Neckrest 
(neckrest shown)

Armrest Locking
Device



Combined toilet-  
and shower chair

NEW 

PRODUCT!
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Step 4. Hip angle adjustment 

FLEX

Positioning Harnesses  
Together with the hip belt the harness give a 
good support to be able to position the trunk 
and make it easier to have a good head control. 
We provide two different positioning harnesses 
as a standard option.

Sternum support
Give concentrated  
support on the sternum.

H-strap
Great up stretch for the 
shoulders and counteract 
a rotation. Fits great for 
user with a gavage.

Dynamical supports and materials give freedom of 
movement, variation and can give a calming effect 
when You have extension spasticity. The back is  
angle adjustable which allows the user to get in  
His/Her perfect hip angle to brake spasticity.

Step 1. Hip- & leg position

Step 2. Placing the hip belt

Correct mounted 4 
point belt.

2-points belt
1 mounting per 
side

4-points belt
2 mountings 
per side

Anti-rotation belt
2 mountings per 
side 

A correct mounted hip belt 
positions the pelvic in such 
a good way so that it pre-
vent shear completely. For 
Starfish Pro there are many 
different hip belts available 
to choose from.

 
The combination of a correct set seat part, seat slope, effec-
tive hip belt and a good support for the sacrum take away 
the possibility to shear for the user. This makes it easier to 
conduct activity and postural control. The adjustment on  
the seat part is stepless in seat depth, width and  
abduction/adduction, this allows for a completely  
individual adaptation of the set part. At the same time  
Starfish Pro allows the user to grow with the product.

Abduction/Adduction/ 
Windswept/Leg length difference

Step 3. 3-point positioning
Adjustable trunk support together with hip support  
create a good possibility to achieve a great positioning 
for the trunk and this reduces the risk to get in the 
wrong position and eventually create a malalignment. 
Good postural control leads to better head control and 
increases the possibilities for activity and function. Star-
fish Pro has the possibilities to both correct and keep the 
users trunk in a good position depending of course on 
the users possibilities to do so.

Zitzi Starfish Pro
A combined shower and toilet chair. Strong construction completely in stainless steel with a lot of  

adjustment possibilities to provide the best support and position for the user.
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Adjustable back

This allows for a better postural control which 

reduces the risk to get malalignments and 

increases the possibilities to do activities.  

In Starfish Pro we are able to both correct  

and keep the user in a good position  

depending of course on the users  

possibilities.

Adjustable tilt and hip angle

Fixed supports is needed to position the user and 

create a functional seating position. Movement  

in the materials create a dynamic seat  

which allows for a certain amount of  

movement and variation, this creates  

a calming effect and works great  

if the user have extension  

spasticity for example.

Manual chassi
Picture shows:

Zitzi Starfish Pro size 1-2 with adjustable 
back and driving bow

Headrest
The three membered arm give an  
optimal adjustability. The headrest is 
also adjustable in height.

The complete construction 
is stainless steel.

Manual adjustable 
height of the seat part.

Height adjusted back part
To increase the postural  
controll

Footrest
A lot of different footrest to 
choose from.

Trunk support 
Individually adjustable 

Positioning
The mounting hardware for the harnesses is 
adjustable in height and sideways.
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Technical data
USER INFO
User length 

Chassis with seat part
Seat depth
Seat width
Bredd bendel m foder

46.8-56.5” 54.6-68.2” 66.3-78”

Seat part size 1 Seat part size 2 Seat part size 3
11.7-14.8” 14-18.3” 17.5-21.4”
14.8” 17.5” 19.9”
14.8” 17.5” 19.9”

Seat part divided size 1 Seat part divided size 2 Seat part divided size 3
11.7-14.8” 14-18.3” 17.5-21.4”
13.6-16(18.7*)” 14.8-17.1(19.9*)” 15.2-17.5(20.2*)”
6.4” 7.2” 7.8”
1.9-4.2(7*)” 1.5-8.9(6.6*)” 1.1-3.5(6.6*)”
1.6-2” 1.6-2” 1.6-2”
1.6-2.5” 1.6-2.5” 1.6-2.5”

20.6-24.5” 20.6-24.5” 20.6-24.5”
20.6-30.4” 20.6-30.4” 20.6-30.4”

-5-30° -5-30° -5-30°
-10-35° -10-35° -10-30°

21” 21” 23”
26.9” 26.9” 30.8”
4” 4” 4”
2.5” 2.5” 2.5”

68.3 lb. 72.7 lb. 77.1 lb.

265 lb. 265 lb. 330 lb.
220 lb.  220 lb. 265 lb.

Seat depth
Seat width
Width leg art incl cushion
Size hygiene outlet
Clearance toilet, Man. Chassis
Clearance toilet, Hydraulic/Pwr

Seat height, Man. Chassis
Seat height, Hydraulic/Pwr

Tilt
Hip-/Back angle

Chassis, width
Chassis, length
Wheels
Floor clearance

Ca. weight incl. headrest,  
footrest, armrest

Max user weight Man. Chassis
Max user weight Hydraulic/Pwr

* Seat parts mounted in the outer tracks

BACK
Size 1: Back Height 17.9”

Back Profile 19.5”

Size 2: 

Size 3:  

FOOTREST 

Foot plate (W x D) 

Foot plate (W x D) 

LATERAL SUPPORT

Lateral adjustment +/- 3.3”

Back Height 21.8”
Back Profile 23.4”

Back Height 25.7”
Back Profile 27.3”

Size 1: Trunk Width 8.2-11.7”
Trunk Depth 5.4”

Size 2: 

Size 3: 

Trunk Width 9.3-13.2”
Trunk Depth 6.6”

Trunk Width 11.7-15.6”
Trunk Depth 7.8”

Profile Length

Footrest size 1 Footrest size 2 Footrest size 3
13.4 x 8.7” 14.8 x 9.9” 14.8 x 12” 

Footrest divided size 1 Footrest divided size 2 Footrest divided size 3
6.2 x 8.5” 7 x 9.9” 7 x 11.9”

11.7” 15.6” 19.5”



High/low adjustable chassi

Cover material

Zitzi Starfish Pro series is equipped  

with a pressure relieving material in  

the covers. The covers are developed 

especially for the use in hygiene  

situations and are both fluid- and  

dirty fair at the same time it is very 

pleasant for the skin.

Adjustable leg parts

The leg parts can be adjustable stepless in length, width and 

in abduction/adduction individually. This is important to be 

able to get the most optimal seating position for the user at 

the same time it allows for the user 

to grow in the product. The seat part 

is open in the middle this allows for 

catheterisation.

Height adjustable by 
pump or electric.

5

Headrest
The three membered arm give an  
optimal adjustability. The headrest is 
also adjustable in height.

The complete construction 
is in stainless steel.Height adjustable back part

To increase the postural  
controll

Footrest
A lot of different footrest to 
choose from.

Trunk support 
Individually adjustable 

Positioning
The mounting hardware for the harnesses is 
adjustable in height and sideways.

Picture shows:
Zitzi Starfish Pro size 1-2 (divided seat part) 

with adjustable back and driving bow
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Accessories Starfish Pro

Headrest Upper mounting brackets Adjustable back and lateral supportHeadrest long

Urine protection Table

Bracelet

Calf support

Armrest plate size 1

H-strapSternum support

Armrest plate size 2-3 Foldable armrest Armrest back profile

Medial and lateral extensions

Divided footrest swivel adapter Hip belt

Pot

Footrest Antirotation belt

Ankle holder
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Anatomic SITT AB  
Box 6137, SE-600 06 Norrköping  

Phone +46 11-16 18 00   
Email info@anatomicsitt.com  
 Web www.anatomicsitt.com

Clarke Health Care Products 
7830 Steubenville Pike, Oakdale, PA 15071 

Phone (724) 695-2122  
Email info@clarkehealthcare.com 
 Web www.clarkehealthcare.com
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BORIS...
toilet and shower chair with tilt-in-space positioning

Basic model BORIS Size 2
Also available with headrest and foot supports, arm supports and insert pads 
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sThe anatomically molded, deep seat pan made of PE plastic with torso and side 
guides provides particularly high seat stability and tilt-in-space positioning 

■ Available in fi ve different sizes

■ Robust and easy-care sub-frame made of stainless steel

■ Height adjustable seat pan for adaptation to the respective constructional situation

■ The seat angle is steplessly adjustable via a gas pressure spring from (-) 5° to 30°

■ For support in sitting position, the BORIS toilet and shower chair can be
combined with the fi xation system FLEXI-AKTIV

■ We offer head rests and foot supports, insert and arm support pads and a
plug-in spray protection as accessories for individual adaptation

■ HMV No. 33.40.04.2008

Anatomically molded seat pan with extremely good 
side guides for stabilization of the upper body. Two-
part insert pad for additional sitting comfort

Tilt-in-space seat angle is steplessly adjustable via 
a gas pressure spring from (-) 5° to 30°

Plug-in spray protection 
available in two sizes

Dimensions inches Size 0 Size 1 Size 2 Size 3 Size 4

Seat width at front 12 14 16 18 20

Seat width at rear 10 12 14 16 18

Seat depth 12 14 16 18 18.7

Back height 19 20 21.8 23.7 25.3

Seat angle
(-)5
-30°

(-)5
-30°

(-)5
-30°

(-)5
-30°

(-)5
-30°

height over a 
toilet

18.3-22.2 17.5-21.5 16.3-20.2 16.3-20.2 16.3-20.2

Wide hygiene 
opening at front

4 4 4 4 4

Wide hygiene 
opening at back

4.7 4.7 5.3 5.3 5.3

Total width 21.8 23.8 24.5 27.8 28.8
Total length 25.3 25.3 25.3 27.3 27.3
Max. lower leg 
length

14.8 14.8 18.7 18.7 18.7

Max. load (lb) 132 176 220 220 330

Foldable and angle adjustable foot support made 
of high-quality ABS material

Frame color: Stainless steel

Height and angle ad-
justable head rest for 
support of head control

 Practical toilet 
arrangement

Plug-in arm support for 
stabilisation and for keep-
ing the upper body upright

Clarke Health Care Products 888-347-4537 www.clarkehealthcare.com



This chair enables 
safe passage from 
chair to chair and is 
convenient for use.

Folding and 
assembling can be 
performed by the 
user while sitting as 
well.

The small folded 
dimensions enable 
the chair's availability 
for any purpose.

A chair for indoor use 
Weight 11.6 kg
Self-propelled.
The chair is manufactured 
using injection technology 
with advanced plastic 
substances.
All the metal parts are made 
from stainless steel 
(including the bearings).
Hermetic brake locking.
Folding push up handgrips.
Adjustable footrest.
An option for a chamber 
pot.
An option for a rigid 
suitcase.



Be Spontaneous
WheelAble

Be Spontaneous

www.clarkehealthcare.comI N N O VAT I O N  TA K E S  Y O U  T O  N E W  P L A C E S     A FOLDING CHAIR FOR INACCESSIBLE TOILETS AND SHOWERS
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Non-slip surface

The latest technology for safe and carefree bathing. The Aquatec bathlift
comes from a family of high quality bath products. 

Aquatec is a battery powered bath seat that will lower and raise you again
in your tub. Enjoy a long soak and the therapeutic effects of a warm bath.
With a reclining back, optional seat widths and back laterals, the Aquatec is
perfect for those with special bathing needs. The hand remote has easily
identified up and down buttons and low power indicator. The lithium-ion
battery is in the hand control for convenient recharging. Self release suction
cups adhere securely to smooth tub floors and the seat flaps will rest on the
top of the tub to allow a stable transfer.

Features
• Backrest with built-in neck support

• Lithium-ion battery with discharge protection, 
has no memory effect

• Self release suction cups

• Reclining back support up to 40°

Components
Aquatec models include a unit to fit standard size tubs, Aquatec
Wide model for whirlpool style tubs, a back with adjustable side
laterals, known as a RSB model and AquatecXL model with a 400
pound weight capacity.  

All models use a state-of-the-art hand control with integrated bat-
tery. The latest lithium-ion manganese-based rechargeable battery
pack has total discharge protection and no memory effect. A low
battery indicator will light on the hand control when the battery
needs to be recharged. A safety feature will not allow the lift to
lower when there is not enough power to rise again.

A high backrest with molded neck support can be folded forward
by just one hand. The maintenance-free actuator is both powerful
and silent. Aquatec has a stable and rust-free frame, reinforced lift-
ing scissors and bottom plate.

Aquatec has a non-slip textured surface and comes with removable,
washable covers. The bathlift disassembles into easy to carry parts;
back, seat and hand control.

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com

A15461 / A15462
Head support, height 
adjustable mounts on 

any back support

A1471210
Seat belt, adjustable cloth
strap attaches to seat base

A1471209
Chest belt, used with side
laterals, adjustable strap 
attaches to back support

A13693 / A13694
Sand wedge cushion 

will stop forward slide 
associated with high tone

or spastic bathers

A14895 / A14901
Abductor block, 

mounts to lift base

A403002
Rotary seat with transfer

board, assists in positioning
to center of lift seat. 

Center disc pivots and
slides on base plate

A14586
Carry bag, water resistant
nylon with carry handles,

holds lift base and 
back support

AquatecRSB

Aquatec shown with 
Rotary Seat with 
Transfer Board



CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071
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DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATION
Aquatec Aquatec Wide Aquatec RSB Aquatec RSB Wide Aquatec XL

Seat width without sideflaps 14.75” 14.75” 14.75” 14.75” 14.75”
Seat width with sideflaps 27.88” 35.5” 27.88” 35.5” 27.88”
Sitting area length 19” 19” 19” 19” 19”
Maximum seat height 17” 17” 17” 17” 17”
Minimum seat height 2.5” 2.5” 2.5” 2.5” 2.5”
Backrest width 14” 14” 27” 27” 14”
Backrest height 26” 26” 26” 26” 26”
Total length (backrest upright) 24” 24” 24” 24” 24”
Total length (backrest reclined) 33” 33” 33” 33” 33”
Total height including backrest 42” 42” 42” 42” 42”
Bottom plate, footprint 12” x 23” 12” x 23” 12” x 23” 12” x 23” 12” x 23”
Cover thickness .11” .11” .11” .11” .11”
Total weight without hand control 27 lb 29 lb 31.25 lb 31.25 lb 27 lb
Seat weight 17 lb 19 lb 17 lb 19 lb 17 lb
Backrest weight 10 lb 10 lb 12.5 lb 12.5 lb 10 lb
Hand control weight 1 lb 1 lb 1 lb 1 lb 1 lb
Load capacity 300 lb 300 lb 300 lb 300 lb 400 lb
Backrest reclines to 40° 40° 40° 40° 40°
Part Numbers Blue A1471565 A1471651 A1471575 A1471582 N/A
Part Numbers White A1471197 A1471650 A1471202 A1471579 A1471199

Specifications:

DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WT. THICK-
LBS. NESS

Head Support, 
Battery Powered Units

12”W x 8”H 1.5 1”

Sand wedge cushion 14”L x 9.5”W x 6”H 16

Rotary seat 
with transfer

21”L x 12.5”W 8 .75”

Carry Bag 29”L x 12”W x 14”H 3

Abductor, A14895 3”Dia. x 4.5”H .6

Abductor, A14901 5”Dia. x 5”H 1.6 

Specifications:

Warranty
Aquatec has a limited three year warranty 
against manufacturer’s defects. Covers, battery
and suction cups are excluded.

AquatecRSB Wide

CHP 50B

A16240
5” Suction pad provides
greater area to grab on

slightly textured surfaces

A15170 / A14694
Height adapters, adds up 

to 3 additional inches 
to base plate, order in 

1” increments

Replacement parts including cover mats 
are also available.



Mobile grab handles - the high-load variant.

Quat troPlus
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QuattroPlus and the Mobeli building block system

Mobeli building block system

2

High carrying load variant: The mobile 
vacuum grab handle QuattroPlus can be 
fastened at the wall and across a corner; it 
serves as horizontal training grab bar and as 
relocating assistance. The QuattroPlus has 
been patented in Europe and in the U.S.
and can be used also by heavier persons 
because of its high load carrying capability.

QuattroPlus

Here at Mobeli you can still find them: 
Experts who after consultation with our 
technical development department to 
develop a solution for your very special 
requirements and who will usually also be 
able to o�er it to you in a short time. Usually 
our QuattroPlus will be at the heart of a
custom design, but there is a multiplicity of 
combination possibilities with almost all 
components from the Mobeli system.

A name with substance: The Mobeli system.
The high degree of compatibility of the 
individual grab handle components and the 
ingeniously simple quick-locking system 
provide for the possibility to construct whole 
grab handle railings. We will be pleased to 
advise you about suitable grab handle 
combinations for continuous grab handle 
railings and on the points you should pay
particular attention to.

For example you may be looking for the 
correct Mobeli component system 
combination for a grab handle railing, 
e.g. assembled from TÜV-SÜD certified 
telescopic grab bars with lengths up to 
50”and with a nominal carrying load of 
150 lbs. You have come to the right place.

A

B
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Mobile grab handles - ingeniously simple and safe.

Quat troPlus

The QuattroPlus as a training grab bar. 
Because of the integrated cardan joint it is 
possible to fasten the QuattroPlus at the 
door frame of a room. A precondition is a 
pore-tight and smooth surface for 
attachment, e.g., a metal frame. You only
have wooden doors? Inquire about our 
self-adhesive stainless steel pads.

The QuattroPlus grab handle R1400244SU is 
designed for door frame internal dimensions 
from 30.8” to 35.5”. By using the diagonal 
joint adapter these dimensions are extended 
by 6.5”.

As a standard, the integrated cardan joint 
makes it possible to attach the QuattroPlus 
grab handle across a corner. If the grip is 
attached across a corner in the shower, you 
can pull yourself safely into the shower when 
entering and hold on to it while taking your 
shower.

Integrated cardan joint

The cardan joints integrated as a standard in
QuattroPlus make the QuattroPlus very 
versatile. The nominal carrying load up to 
275 lb. is thereby not impaired.

3



       Grip length A Total length B Nominal load Order No.
QuattroPlus 7.8”-12.6” 14-18.9” 275.6 lb. R1400241SU
QuattroPlus 12.5”-17.3” 18.7”-24.37” 275.6 lb. R1400242SU
QuattroPlus 16.3”-21.2” 22.6”-27.49” 242.5 lb. R1400243SU
QuattroPlus 25”-30” 31.39”-36.27” 245.5 lb. R1400244SU
Diagonal joint adapter set for QuattroPower   176.4 lb. R1400557
 

     
     
       
       

        

* See the dimensions of A and B in the sketch on page 2

www.clarkehealthcare.com

QuattroPlus 4

Diagonal joint adapter

If the mounting surface is flat, pore-tight, 
and firm, then the combination of diagonal 
joint adapter and integrated cardan joint 
makes nearly any arbitrary attachment 
possible. In order to withstand the 
enormous carrying loads that can operate 
on the grip, the developers at Mobeli have 
selected a special material combination: 
aluminium and plastic - durable and 
versatile.

The diagonal joint adapters specifically 
developed for the QuattroPlus make it 
possible to use the QuattroPlus in every 
direction and up to a nominal carrying 
load of 176 lb. You can find an explanation 
of the term '‘nominal carrying load’ on the 
Mobili brochure on our website.

By using the diagonal joint adapter set, 
the total length of the grab handle is 
extended by 6.5”.

Thanks to the diagonal joint adapter and 
its integrated cardan joint, the QuattroPlus 
can also be mounted diagonally over the 
bathtub; that’s very helpful for getting in 
and out.



Power-System - reliable and versatile.

QuattroPower Support

5
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QuattroPower supporting system 6

QuattroPower Support

Quick and firm hold without drilling. Just 
position the QuattroPower supporting system, 
press down the vacuum tilting lever – ready. 
You now have a reliable aid for getting up on 
all smooth and pore-tight surfaces.

The supporting system (QP) QuattroPower 
Support with its four suction pads distributes 
the leverage forces acting on the wall. 
Advantage: It can even be attached on tiled 
cavity walls (e.g. sandwich plaster board 
planking), thus eliminating the need for 
expensive rebuilding to reinforce the walls so 
that screw-on grab handles might be
attached. The QuattroPower Support 
supporting systems have a nominal carrying 
load of up to 176 lb.

Very popular near a wall is the combination of a 
QuattroPower supporting grip with a classical 
Mobeli grab handle (fixed length or telescopic).

You have a round or mosaic tiled bath tub? 
Versatile and adaptable, the Mobeli system can 
o�er a solution even in these cases. The 
QuattroPower supporting grip, mounted 
upward at the rear tile wall, provides you with 
safe entry and exit.
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  Grip length Nominal load Order No.
QuattroPower Support  22” 176 lb. R1400265SU
QuattroPower Support with grip horn 22” 176 lb. R1400266SU
Dual toilet paper holder    R1400650

www.clarkehealthcare.com

QuattroPower Support 8

The toilet tissue holder for two rolls of 
toilet paper can be simply and quickly 
attached to the QuattroPower.

This handy accessory can also be clipped 
onto nearly all other mobile grab handles 
of the Mobeli system.

QuattroPower Support

Depending upon requirements and room 
conditions, this supporting system can be 
attached e.g., on both sides of the WC 
upward and/or downward. An attachment 
upward o�ers additional possibilities for
support or pulling up. Our QP supporting 
systems o�er a multitude of attachment 
variants and permit use with partially 
completed new tasks as, e.g., in 
physiotherapy.

An additional grasp horn for the QP 
Support facilitates getting up and can also 
be used as a toilet tissue holder.

All grips of the QuattroPower supporting 
system are equipped with swivelling 
double joints and built-in safety brakes 
that prevent an inadvertent lifting up and 
yet enable folding up to the wall.

Well-suited for travelling. You can quickly 
and simply disassemble the QP. It takes up 
little space in your luggage and is quickly 
operational again when needed.

Space-saving minimal solution: You can 
rebuild the QP to a simple grab handle 
with four suction pads and attach it
directly at the wall or across a corner.



Power system - reliable and versatile.

QuattroPower Tub

9

The Mobeli supporting system QattroPower 
Tub can be attached inside and outside of 
the bathtub. It is able to endure high pull and 
vertical loads and even lateral loads of up to 
110 lb. of nominal carrying load.

Good to know: The suction pads hold even 
under water.

If you do not need the supporting system 
any longer you can fold it up. A joint stopper 
holds the lifted QuattroPower Tub in the 
vertical position.



280

A

C
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QuattroPower Tub 10

Optimized for the bathtub: The Mobeli 
supporting system QuattroPower Tub is 
excellently suited for getting into and out 
of the bathtub. With this patented
supporting system you do not only get 
safely into the bathtub but also safely out 
of it again.

You can purchase the QP Tub either with 
or without grip extension. The extension 
enables broader and thus safer grasping; it 
e�ciently utilizes your energy expenditure 
and prevents rotating of the body when 
stepping out.

QuattroPower Tub

With the QP Tub you have at your 
disposition a reliable aid for placing on all 
smooth and pore-tight surfaces.

Seize the grab bar with both hands before 
entering or exiting the bathtub and release 
it only when you sit safely or stand firmly.

Very flexible: The QuattroPower Tub can 
be attached on the outside or on the inside 
of your bathtub.

 Dimension A Dimension B Dimension C Order No.
QuattroPower Tub (short) 28.8” 24.5”-33.15” 23.4”-28” R1400263SU
QuattroPower Tub (short) with grip extension 33.15” 24.5”-33.15” 23.4”-28” R1400264SU
QuattroPower Tub (long) 33.5” 28.8”-38.2” 27.3”-33.5” R1400261SU
QuattroPower Tub (long) with grip extension 38.2” 28.8”-38.2” 27.3”-33.5” R1400262SU

Optimal. The QuattroPower bathtub 
systems can be swivelled at three 
points and thus perfectly adapted to 
the shape of your bathtub or your 
bathroom facilities.

Note: The grips are available in two 
di�erent lengths. When ordering, 
please take into consideration the 
dimensions B and C of your bathtub.

If you have any questions concerning 
dimensions or possible fields of 
application of our supporting systems, 
please ask our team of experts.
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Toilet Base Riser
Toilevator™

Large Toilet Base Riser
Toilevator™ Grande

NEW The all new Toilvator™ GRANDE fits
most of the new, larger base toilets such as 
American Standard Boulevard, & Antiquity 
series, Kohler Cimarron, Bancroft and Rialto 
series, Crane Titan series, Eljer Titan Pro series, 
and many more.

For information on any of these products from 
HartMobility please contact Clarke Health Care Products.

• A clean & safe alternative to standard raised
toilet seats

• User’s sit on an actual toilet seat

• Eliminates potential balance issues that may
occur with other seat risers

• Adds 3.5 inches (9 cm) in height for comfort
and ease

• Discreet & durable; fits under existing
toilet base

• The Kits come complete with all parts
included

• DIY installation is easy.

• No special cleaning or maintenance required

• Fits standard round or elongated toilet bases

• Patented and award winning design

&
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Dolomite developed the Legacy to accommodate a 
wide variety of users with the most standard features 
for the best value. The design incorporates these
features: flip-up seat, folding frame, adjustable handles,
and wide wheels. With choice of color and an extensive
accessory line, the Legacy looks smart strolling down 
the sidewalk.

Frame
The strongest frame on the market, Dolomite welds the
steel frame for greater durability, no screws to loosen at
joints. Legacy is available in two colors: Metallic Blue or
Candy Apple Red. There are three frame sizes to
accommodate individuals of all sizes. Dolomite frames
are easily folded for storage or transportation. The
handles are height-adjustable in 4 increments. 

Braking
Legacy comes with the patented Dolomite Automatic
Braking System with adjustable tension for varied grip
strength. Brake handles have wide flange and large loops
for comfortable hand positioning. When parked and
using the seat, push down the handle to set the 
parking brakes. The brake mechanism is located 
within fork for protection from damage. Accessory 
slow down brake provides adjustable tension for 
hilly terrain or to even out direction of travel for 
stroke patients. 

Standard Features
Legacy supports 350 pounds, which is 75 pounds 
more than the majority of the other rolling walkers. 
Other standard features are:

• Removable basket with carry handle

• Flip-up seat for greater reach or gait training

• Seat handle releases to fold walker

• Foam grips for comfortable and secure grip

• Flexible and adjustable back strap 

• 8" indoor/outdoor tires

Warranty
Dolomite provides a two year warranty against manufacturer’s defects. 
This excludes grips, cables and tires. 

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com



Accessories can enhance the use of your walker – the Tray gives you a platform to carry
food, the Oxygen Tank Holder will safely support a B, C or D tank. A Cane Holder 
can secure a cane or crutch to the side of the walker, Slow Down Brakes have a tension 
control to allow individual settings for each wheel. One-Hand Brakes can control your
braking from one handle. Under Seat Bag gives you a place to stash items out of sight. 
Tall handles add 3” to the handle height. Cross bar combines more hand hold area with
one hand braking.

SPECIFICATIONS SUPER LOW LOW STANDARD

Dist. Between Rear Wheels 19" 19" 19"

Minimum & Maximum Handle Height 28 - 31" 31 - 34" 33 - 37"

Minimum & Maximum Tall Handle Heights 31 - 35" 33 - 37" 35 - 39"

Seat Height 19" 22" 24"

Overall Width/Length 23"/23" 23"/26" 23"/26"

Width Between Handles 17" 17" 17"

Folded Dimensions 36" Length x 23" Width x 12" Height

Walker Weight (lbs.) 16 17 17

Weight Capacity (lbs.) 350 350 350

Product Number: Blue D12054B D12052B D12050B

Product Number: Red D12054R D12052R D12050R

OXYGEN TANK HOLDER ONE-HAND BRAKE SLOW DOWN BRAKE CROSS BAR WITH BRAKE

FOOD & BEVERAGE TRAY CANE HOLDER TALL HANDLES

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com
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UNDER SEAT BAG BACKSTRAP PAD, 
SEAT CUSHION



Maxi+ is designed for the heavier, larger, or taller
user. The wider frame provides more seat room
and a larger walking area. Dolomite has the
strongest frames on the market; Maxi+ is rated
for a 440 lb. capacity. Choose Maxi+ for a stable
walking experience and travel safely in style.

Components
Maxi+ is made from high tensile steel with welded
joints for strength and low maintenance. Maxi+
comes in Metallic Blue epoxy-based powder coat
finish. Dolomite Maxi+ comes in two frame
heights; see chart for specs. The frames fold front
to back for storage. A safety latch prevents
accidental folding when using the seat handle.

Maxi+ includes a wide flip-up seat for more
walking room. Anatomical grips have a larger
surface, which reduces hand fatigue for arthritic
users. Flexible back strap is adjustable. Large 
8" wheels roll easily indoors or outdoors. Red 
Curb climber on the rear wheel assists when 
lifting the walker over a curb or step. 

Braking
Maxi+ comes with the patented DABS braking system, with adjustable tension for varied
grip strength. Brake handles have a wide flange and large loops for comfortable hand
positioning. The brake mechanism is located within the fork for protection. When parked
and using the seat, push down the handles to set the parking brakes. 

Features
• Extra wide, 20.5" between handles
• Large flip-up seat
• 440 pound capacity
• Perfect for the taller person, 25.5" seat height
• Large 8" wheels
• Handles adjust 7" in 1" increments
• Large basket for personal items
• Adjustable back support

Warranty
Dolomite provides a two year warranty against manufacturer’s defects. 
This excludes grips, cables and tires.

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com



Accessories can enhance the use of your walker – the Tray gives you a platform to carry food,
the Oxygen Tank Holder will safely support a B, C or D tank. A Cane Holder can secure a
cane or crutch to the side of the walker, Slow Down Brakes have a tension control to allow
individual settings for each wheel. One-Hand Brakes can control your braking from one
handle. Under Seat Bag gives you a place to stash items out of sight.

SPECIFICATIONS LOW STANDARD
Dist. Between Rear Wheels 22" 22"
Minimum Handle Height 28.5" 32.5"
Maximum Handle Height 35" 39.5"
Seat Height from Floor 22" 25.5"
Seat Dimensions 8.5" Width x 17" Height
Overall Width 27.5" 27.5"
Overall Length 26" 29"
Width Between Handles 20.5" 20.5"
Folded Dimensions 33" Length x 27.5" Width x 11" Height
Walker Weight (lbs.) 20.5 21
Weight Capacity (lbs.) 440 440
Product Number D12122 D12120

TRAY OXYGEN TANK HOLDER CANE HOLDER

SLOW DOWN BRAKE ONE HAND BRAKE

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com

CHP 32C

Specifications:

UNDER SEAT BAG



Symphony is a elegant orchestration of quality
and durability and is the finest rollator on the
market today. The handles have stepless
adjustment and anatomic hand grips. These grips
require less grip strength and reduce hand fatigue
especially for arthritic hands. Symphony has a
flip-up seat for greater reach or for gait training.

Frame
The lightweight aluminum frame is welded for 
greater durability. No screws to loosen at the
joints. Symphony is the strongest aluminum
frame available today. Grey anodized finish.
Symphony is available in 3 frame heights. 
Easy to fold frame has a safety latch to prevent
accidental folding. Aluminum frames are suitable
for corrosive environments, such as coastal areas. 

Braking
Symphony comes with the patented Dolomite Automatic Braking
System with adjustable tension for varied grip strength. Brake
handles have wide flange and large loops for comfortable hand
positioning. When parked and using the seat, push down the
handles to set the parking brakes. The brake mechanism is located
within the fork for protection. Accessory slow down brake
provides adjustable tension for hilly terrain or to even out the
direction of travel for stroke patients. 

Standard Features
• Flip-up seat for gait training and greater reach

• Curb climber on rear wheel assists when lifting front of walker

• Anatomic grips reduce hand fatigue; can be rotated inward for a more natural position

• Adjustable back support

• Basket for shopping

• 8" indoor/outdoor wheels

• Stepless handle height adjustment, adjustment marks printed on handle

Warranty
Dolomite provides a two year warranty against manufacturer’s defects. 
This excludes grips, cables and tires.

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071
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Accessories can enhance the use of your walker – the Tray gives you a platform to carry
food, the Oxygen Tank Holder will safely support a B, C or D tank. A Cane Holder can
secure a cane or crutch to the side of the walker, Slow Down Brakes have a tension control
to allow individual settings for each wheel. One-Hand Brakes can control your braking
from one handle. The Hemiplegic Handle allows you to use the body to push for
momentum while braking is done with one hand. Under Seat Bag gives you a place to
stash items out of sight. Cross bar provides one hand braking with a large push bar.

FOLDED SPECIFICATIONS SUPER LOW LOW STANDARD

Dist. Between Rear Wheels 18.5" 18.5" 18.5"

Minimum Handle Height 25" 27.5" 30"

Maximum Handle Height 30" 33" 36"

Seat Height 18" 21" 24"

Overall Width 23" 23" 23"

Overall Length 22" 24" 27"

Width Between Handles 17" 17" 17"

Walker Weight (lbs.) 15 15 15

Capacity (lbs.) 275 275 275

Product Number D12162 D12161 D12160

OXYGEN TANK HOLDER ONE-HAND BRAKE SLOW DOWN BRAKE

FOOD & BEVERAGE TRAY CANE HOLDER CROSSBAR

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com
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Linking Style with Function
The Jazz is an innovative, lightweight rollator designed to offer
excellent support and stability. The new stylish rollator includes
numerous smart features making it the ideal walking companion.
It’s ergonomic design allows a natural walking position, within 
the rollator. 

Features
• Padded seat for comfort 

• Handle height memory, remembers the preset height.

• Design provides more walking space within the rollator

• Cloth basket and back strap included

Components
The newest Jazz is constructed with a welded aluminum frame
for weight savings.  Welded joints do not need to be maintained
like a frame assembled with hardware. A safety latch locks the
Jazz in the open, walking position. Lift up on the seat strap to
easily fold the Jazz. The side to side fold allows it to stand by
itself. The small profile can be easily stored in your home. Once
set, the handle memory feature allows you to lower the handles
for storage, then raise them back to the preset position without
any additional adjustment. The handles have a pressure-relieving,
anatomic grip.

Squeeze the Jazz brake handles to slow down and push down to
set the parking brake for sitting. Brake cables are fully integrated
into the frame for a clean look and to prevent catching on objects
while walking. Eight inch wheels are suitable for indoor and
outdoor travel. A molded curb climber is mounted on the right
rear wheel. Placing your foot on this anchors the wheel to lift the
front of your walker over a curb or obstacle. Can be moved to
left wheel. 

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com



Accessories
• Tray

• Big Basket, Black

• Big Basket, Red

• Back Strap pad

• Cane Holder

• Slow Down Brakes

Warranty
Dolomite provides a 2 year warranty against manufacturer’s defects. 
This excludes grips, cables and tires.

Specifications
SPECIFICATIONS STANDARD 610 LOW 510

Basket capacity 10 lbs 10 lbs

Wheel 8” D x 1 ¼” W 8” D x 1 ¼” W

Capacity 330 lbs 330 lbs

Weight of walker 17 lbs 16.5 lbs

Overall width 23.2” 23.2”

Overall length 26.9” 26.9”

Width between wheels 19.9” 19.9”

Overall height 29.25” – 39” 26.35” – 31.2”

Seat height 23.8” 19.9”

Seat 14 ½” L x 8” W 14 ½” L x 8” W

Width between handles 17.5” 17.5”

Folded width 8.3” 8.3”

Product Number D1559202 D1559201

TRAY

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com
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FuturaTall has been designed to accommodate persons 
taller than 6’2” who need walking assistance. It has the
tallest handles in the market on a standard rollator, at 43.5”,
and a seat height of 27.5”. Incorporating all the features 
you have come to expect in a Dolomite rollator, FuturaTall
fills the specific needs of a taller population. 

Frame
The strongest frames on the market, Dolomite welds the
steel frames for greater durability – no weak mechanical
joints. FuturaTall comes in a sophisticated Black-Grey color.
The frame folds for storage and transportation. Handles are
infinitely adjustable within a six-inch range. FuturaTall has a
330 lb. capacity. Flip-up seat gives greater walking clearance. 

Braking
Dolomite patented braking system has adjustable tension for
varied hand strength. Brake handles have a wide flange and
large loops for hand positioning. A stainless steel brake located
within the fork gives you years of service. Push downward to
set a parking brake while seated. Accessory slow down brakes
provide additional tension on the wheels for hilly terrain or for
assistance while gait training. 

Standard Features
• Flip-up seat for greater reach
• Seat handle release to fold
• Magnetic seat latch secures against accidental closure
• Foam covered handles for comfortable grip
• Flexible and adjustable back strap
• Removable basket with carry handle
• 8” indoor-outdoor wheels

Warranty
Dolomite provides a two year warranty against
manufacturer’s defects. This excludes grips, cables and tires.

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com
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Accessories
The extensive line of accessories enhances the use and comfort of your
walker. For instance, a molded plastic tray fits onto the seat to carry
food or beverage. The oxygen tank holder will replace the basket and
securely carries a B, C or D size tank. You can secure a crutch or cane
on the side of your walker with the 2-piece cane holder. Slow down
brakes have a separate tension control to create drag on your wheels,
slowing them for gait training, stroke patients or useful on hilly
terrain. When not using a basket, the under seat bag gives you a place
to hold personal items out of site. This bag can be used in
conjunction with the oxygen tank holder. Anatomic grips are a
formed rubber grip shaped to the palm of your hand. The one-hand
brake makes it possible to activate both brakes from one side. 

Specifications
DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATION

Distance between rear wheels 21.5 in.

Minimum handle height 37.75 in.

Maximum handle height 43.5 in.

Seat height 27.5 in.

Seat L x W 14 x 7 in.

Width between handles 16.75 in.

Overall width 25.5 in.

Overall length 30 in.

Folded dimensions 44.25 in. (L) x 25.5 in. (W) x 12.5 in. (H)

Weight without basket 18 lbs.

Capacity 330 lbs.

Product Number D12076T

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com
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ONE HAND BRAKE

CANE HOLDER

CURB CLIMBER

TRAY



Amid a chorus of oohs and ahhs, the Soprano has
joined the line of beautifully engineered Dolomite
walkers. Soprano, with its larger wheelbase,
provides a smooth ride over life’s bumps.
Completely redesigned with new frame, seat,
handles and cable-less braking system.  

Frame
Soprano is based on a welded steel frame. The
frame is designed to eliminate the rear forks, 
giving you more walking space between back
wheels. A larger seat flips up to give you more
walking room. The front wire platform can carry
up to 26 pounds of baggage. 

Braking
The brake handles and wedge shaped hand pad
offer a secure and comfortable grip. Cable-less
braking system uses stainless steel rods encased in
the frame to actuate the brake. The brake shoe is
designed to catch dirt and stones before they get
stuck in the brake pads, adding longevity to the
wheels and brakes. Infinitely height adjustable
handles also rotate for better wrist positioning.

Standard Features
• Welded steel frame

• 10" wheels 

• Wire shelf carries your bulky items

• Handles rotate and are height adjustable

• Champagne frame color

• Basket with carry handle

Warranty
Dolomite provides a two year warranty against 
manufacturer’s defects. This excludes grips, 
cables and tires. 

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com
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The following accessories are offered for your Soprano. Cane holder attaches to the frame to
hold a cane or crutch. The wheel cover keeps dirt or mud from splattering on your clothing.
Use the curb climber to assist when tilting the walker to climb over curbs. Food and beverage
tray sits on the seat, will also hold small items. Safely carry a B, C or D size tank with the
Oxygen Tank Holder. Slow-down brakes add tension to the wheels so the walker won’t roll away,
useful for gait training or hilly terrain. The tension is self-adjustable and can be secured in position.

SPECIFICATIONS SOPRANO
Inside width between rear wheels 20"
Minimum handle height 30.5"
Maximum handle height 37"
Seat height 23.5"
Width between handles at seat 17"
Overall length of walker, front to back 33.5"
Overall width 25.5"
Folded dimensions 11.5"H x 25.5" W x 34.5" L
Walker capacity 355 lbs.
Walker weight 21.4 lbs.
Product number D12030

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com
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Dolomite’s Alpha walkers offer walking support 
for people with arthritis, neurological disorders,
Parkinsons, stroke survivors or people with limitations
in wrist or hand movement. A variety of adjustments
can be made for arm supported walking. You can use
forearms to propel the walker when there is limited
hand strength. Arm height adjusts over 9" and the
rotation of the arms adjusts 20°. 

Components
Dolomite uses a welded steel frame, no hardware to
loosen at joints. Alpha frame has been redesigned
wider and deeper to accommodate the higher center of
gravity caused by the arm supports. Alpha has 8" high
friction, indoor/outdoor tires. Rear of padded forearm
supports is recessed to relieve pressure on the elbow. 
An Allen key is included for adjustments to the arm
supports. Step-less arm height adjustment has
measurement marks printed on tube to duplicate
settings. Flip-up seat gives the user the ability to 
“walk inside” the frame for better gait training.

Braking
Alpha Advanced brakes use a joystick style grip.
Brake handles can be adjusted so that little force or
leverage is needed. A ball joint on allows you to
change the direction of brake operation. Alpha Basic
has a loop brake handle.

Standard Features
• Folding frame

• Flip-up seat for gait training and greater reach

• Curb climber on rear wheel assists when lifting front of walker

• Removable basket with carry handle

• Magnetic security latch prevents accidental closure

• Attached Allen key for arm adjustments

Warranty
Dolomite provides a two year warranty against manufacturer’s defects. 
This excludes grips, cables and tires. 

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com
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Dolomite has extensive accessory offerings. Accessories can enhance the use of your walker;
for instance, the Tray gives you a platform to carry food and the Oxygen Tank Holder will
safely support a C or D tank. You can secure a cane or crutch to the side of the walker with
the Cane Holder. Slow Down Brakes have a tension control to allow individual settings for
each wheel. One-Hand Brakes control standard brakes from one handle. Platform Support
replaces the arm troughs; large padded surface to lean onto. Use with either brake system.

SPECIFICATIONS ALPHA ADVANCED / BASIC

Overall length 27.5"

Overall width 25.5"

Distance between handles 12" - 14"

Distance between rear wheels 20"

Seat height 24.5"

Forearm pad to floor 33.9" - 46.4"

Capacity 275 lbs

Walker weight 28 lbs.

Product Number: Advanced D12220

Product Number: Basic D12230

OXYGEN TANK HOLDER ONE-HAND BRAKE SLOW DOWN BRAKE

FOOD & BEVERAGE TRAY CANE HOLDER

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com
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DOLOMITE STEP UP

D

The rehab optimizer 
DOLOMITE STEP UP is a new modern platform support. Made to give 
rehabilitation to several patients every day. Adjust to optimal ergonomic 
position by a few simple handgrips – quick and easy!
DOLOMITE STEP UP can be manually adjusted or hydraulically. 
Assembly of accessories is tool free. Are you ready to step up?



Made for training 

The base frame is designed to enhance 
premium gait area. The raised frame in 
front allows longer step. The width in 
side the frame generous.

Ergonomic adjustment of arm 
support 

Arm pads are in soft material for pressure 
relief. Securely assembled with microfilm. 
Quick and simple to remove for cleaning 
or replacement.

Transfer and access 

Well thought out for transfer situations. 
From bed, the lowered rear-end 
helps reversing under the bed. When 

transferring from wheel chairs benefit of 
the generous frame size and, the width 
adjustment.

Features and Options

By releasing the central knob, the both arm pads are simultaneously 
adjusted in width. The position of the arm supports remains in an 
angle of 25 degrease from the should points - the ideal position for 
keeping upper strength.

DOLOMITE STEP UP



Ball grips
when having difficulties to close 
the hand.
Art.no D1539515

Elbow stop 
Securing elbows from falling out 
of position.
Art.no D1531448

Brake system
For the user capable of operating 
brake function.
Hand-brake kit
Art.no D1537656
One-hand brake
Art. no Right D1539513
Art. no Left D1531450

Oxygen tank holder 
Secure mounting of oxygen tube 
on the walker. 
Art.no D1531406

Swivel caster with 
directional brakes 
Helps focusing on walking 
instead of direction.
Art.no D1531408

IV holder 
Separate IV-stand makes life 
complicated. Not anymore. 
Art.no D1531407

Stand assist incl. slings 
For verticalization. 
Art.no D1531449 (standing plate 
+ knee support + sling)
Standing plate
Art.no. D1535330

Others   

Small caster 100 mm diameter.  
Art. no D1536047

The sling gives security and 
make it possible for the user to 
start the walk training earlier. 
No tools needed. Easy to fit and 
adjust, quick release. 
Art. no D1536846

Accessories and options Quick and easy assembly in track or prepared recess.

Practical basket 
Keeping belongings within easy 
to reach range.
Art.no D1531390

Tray 
for small things.
Art.no D1531391

DOLOMITE STEP UP



Models

Manual  
Pull out the pin move to required 
position release the pin.

Pull up Hydraulic
Pull up lever to adjust to required 
height.

RAL 1035

Technical data

Colour

Step Up  
Manual

Step Up  
Hydraulic

22.6”/26”/29.6” 

 

27.3”/30.8”/34.3”

 

 

13.2” - 18.3”

 

 

34” - 51.5”

 

 

Step Up Manual

Step Up Hydraulic

24” - 29.25”

31.5” 35.2 lb 5”330 lb 8.3”

31.5” 39.6 lb 5”330 lb 8.3”

22.6”/26”/29.6” 27.3”/30.8”/34.3” 13.2” - 18.3”34” - 51.5” 24” - 29.25”
 

 

Step Up Manual  D1521677
Step Up Hydraulic  D1521678

 

Article code

DOLOMITE STEP UP
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I N VAC A R E ® 

W A L K E R S

With the Invacare® Walker, providers, clinicians and consumers gain the stability they need at an economical price. Invacare
Walkers offer a wide, deep frame with a large number of height adjustments. The walker has a lower side brace for added 
stability and is stable, lightweight and easy to lift and maneuver. Walkers include PVC handgrips that provide comfort and 
long-lasting wear and anti-rattle silencers for quiet operation.

Clarke Health Care www.clarkehealthcare.com 888-347-4537



Invacare® I•Class™ Paddle Walker Features

Lightweight, wide, deep aluminum frame

Composite lower side brace stiffens walker frame and adds stability

Dual Blue-Release mechanisms provide both visual and audible “locked" cues

Folding mechanisms are easy to reach from a seated position

Lighter and easier to lift and maneuver

PVS handgrips wear longer and provide greater comfort

Large number of height adjustments

All references to HCPCS codes: Providers are responsible for determining the appropriate billing codes when submitting claims to the Medicare program, and should
consult an attorney or other advisor to discuss specific situations in further details.

1. Dual-Release Paddle button

1

HCPCS Code: 

E0135 Adult/Jr./Single

E0143 Wheeled Adult/Jr.

6291-A: Dual-Release Paddle Adult Walker
6291-5F: 629171, Dual-Release Adult  
Paddle Walker with 5" Wheels

########
  Patient Height Units Limited  
  Range* Per Carton Warranty  

6291-1  5'3"-6'4" 1 5 Years 

6291-5F**  5'6"-6'6" 4 5 Years

629171   5'6"-6'6" 1 5 Years

* All patient height ranges are approximate.  Each individual should always consult with his/her physician or therapist to determine proper  
   adjustment and usage.

** With 13" rear leg extensions.    
“F" designation in Model no. 5" fixed wheels with glide tips.   

Model #  Width Inside  Width Inside   Depth Opened Depth  Height  Product  Weight 
  Hand Grips Base Legs At Base Folded Adjustment Weight Capacity

6291-1  17" 21.5" 17.5" 4" 30.375"-37.375" 5 lb. 5 oz. 300 lb.

6291-5F**  17" 21.5" 17.5" 4.5" 33"-39" 5 lb. 6 oz.  300 lb.

629171   17" 21.5"  17.5" 4.5" 33"-39" 5 lb. 6 oz. 300 lb. 

Walker Specifications

Anti-rattle “silencers" for quiet operation

Walkers fold easily for transport or storage



1 2 Walker Tray
Model # 6007
Compatible with all walkers

Platform Attachment
Model # 6027 
Compatible with all walkers

1.

2.

1 Glide Tips 
Model # 6280
Packaged 10 per carton
Durable construction for long wear

1.

1 5" Single Fixed Wheel Attachments with Rear Glide Tips
Model # 6271
Use 13" rear leg extensions for maximum adjustability

1.

1 2 Tall Leg Extensions
Model # 6275
Adjusts to accommodate persons up to 6' 6" tall

13" Rear Leg Extensions with Glide Tips
Model # 6266  
Use with swivel or fixed wheels

1.

2.

Model #    Patient Height Patient Height Limited  
    Range Adult Range Junior Warranty   
    min. – max. min. – max.                 

Fixed-wheel

6271     33" – 39" 28" – 33" 5 Years 
5" single fixed-wheels w/rear glide tips

Leg extensions

6266    33" – 40" 29" – 35" 5 Years 
13" rear leg extensions w/glide tips

6275    33" – 40" 28" – 35" 5 Years 
tall front and rear leg extensions

Accessory Specifications

Clarke Health Care
www.clarkehealthcare.com

©2012
Invacare Corporation. All rights reserved. Trademarks are identified 
by the symbols ™ and ®. All trademarks are owned by or licensed 
to Invacare Corporation unless otherwise noted. Lotus is a 
registered trademark of Inovo, Inc. Specifications are subject to 
change without notification.
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Alpha Advanced and Alpha Basic 

The Alpha models have 
forearm supports with brake 
handles at the end of the 
pads. The Advanced is a 
joy-stick style handle which 
is push and pulled. It can be 

rotated on the ball joint mount to also be 
pushed side to side for braking and setting 
the park.  

The Basic handle is the Dolomite looped 
brake handle mounted 
vertically. You squeeze to 
brake and push out to set 
the park.  

Alpha models can also be built with one 
hand brakes on either 
side, using either style 
brake handle.  

A large pad can be substituted for the 
individual troughs. 
Similar to a 3 sided 
tray, it permits the 
user to lean in at any 
point and reach 

across to the brake handles in front. 

Walker base models 

We use the Legacy, Maxi or Symphony as our 
bases to build these custom rollators. The 
Legacy and Symphony come in 3 seat heights. 
These models allow us to configure a walker 
with forearm pads on a smaller scale. The seat 
height of the super low models is only 18” and 
19”. The Legacy also has the option for us to 
use the tall handles to gain 3” additional handle 
height.  

The Maxi+ has a capacity of 440 lbs., a wider 
seat and comes in 2 seat heights.  

To order a custom 
Dolomite, provide some 
details about your client, 
weight, height, ability or 
special need. We’ll design 
a system and send you a 
quote.  

We would prefer to 
install these 
accessories and ship 
you a completed 
walker. But with some 
instruction these can 
be added to an 
existing walker.  

Contact us:  

Phone: 888-347-4537 

fax 724-695-2922 

email info@clarkehealthcare.com, 

Clarke Health Care Products 

7830 Steubenville Pike 

Oakdale PA 15071 

Phone: 888-347-4537 

Email: info@clarkehealthcare.com 

www.clarkehealthcare.com 

Clarke Health Care Products 

Let us customize a Dolomite walker 

for your client’s special needs.  

Using the Dolomite Legacy, 

Symphony or Maxi as our base, we 

can add accessories or modify 

handles and brakes to 

accommodate their ability to use a 

rollator.  



One Hand Brakes 

For amputees, 
stroke 
survivors, one 
hand brakes 
allows control 
of the braking 
action from 
one hand. The 
two brake 

cables will exit the 
brake handle, with one cable crossing over 
to the other brake pad. The other handle 
can be a forearm trough or only a handle to 
grasp. 

Crossbar 

Another one hand brake option is the 
Crossbar, this is a tubular bar that replaces 
the handles and back strap. It resembles 
the push bar of a shopping cart with a brake 
handle in the center. The padded bar 
provides larger area to grasp and push the 
rollator. The looped brake handle in the 
center can be a right or left one-hand brake 
system. 

Forearm Troughs 

Forearm pads, or troughs allow the client to 
lean on their forearms with brake control at 
the end of the pads. The brakes can be on 
mounted on both sides or controlled from 
one side. The pads are lightly cushioned 
and have some adjustment in angle and 
position in front of the body. 
Note that using the forearm pads, you restrict use of the 

seat. Depending on position and height, the pads may be in 

the way to comfortably sit on the seat. 

HP Handles 

HP handles or hemiplegic handles are 
mounted on the Symphony model. The one 
hand braking system uses a padded bar on 
the non-braking side. This bar can be 
adjusted in height and angle to the body, so 
that you can push with your body while 
steering and braking from the other side. 

   Slow Down Brakes 

If the walker seems to be 

moving too easily or 

getting away from the 

client, add Slow Down 

brakes. They do not 

affect the braking action, 

but only add tension or 

drag on the wheels. The 

thumb screw will tighten 

a nylon wheel onto the back tire. The left and 

right sides can be individually adjusted. For 

stroke survivors who may be stronger on one 

side, tighten that side so they walk in a 

straight line. For gait training, tighten both to 

slow the tire rotation. You will still have all 

the braking action from the brake handles. 

There is a hidden nut under the thumbscrew 

to lock in your adjustment, if needed.  



Custom Dolomite Rollator Worksheet for quote, return to info@clarkehealthcare.com  or fax: 724-695-2922

1. Walker Choose one model, size or color 5'2"-5'5" suggested height 5'4"-6'2" suggested height 

Legacy , <330 lbs cap. Legacy 450 SuperLow Legacy 520 Low Legacy 600 Standard 

 Blue Seat height 19", handle 28-31" Seat height 22", hande 31-34"  Seat height 24", handle 33-37"

Symphony, <275 lbs cap. Silver frame Sym. 450 SuperLow Sym. 520 Low Sym. 600 Standard

Seat height 19", handle 25-30" Seat height 22", handle 27.5-33" Seat height 24", handle 30-36"

Maxi+, <452 lbs cap., Blue frame Maxi+ 550 Low Maxi+ 650 Standard

Seat height 22", handle 28.5-35" Seat height 25.5", handle 32-38"

2. Arm troughs or platform, does not include brake handles, choose brake below
Option 1 Forearm pad, adds 3" height  One pad left  One pad right 2 Pads, left & right side

If using pad without a brake, we will add a grip at end of pad

Option 2 Platform, adds 4" height 

Braking both hands

A.Choose brake position  Left mount one hand brake  Right mount, one hand brake  Brakes on both sides

B. Choose style of brake handle and action  Joystick style, push/pull  Looped handle,squeeze/push

Alternate one hand braking systems, will not work with arm pads above 

 Left brake mount  Right brake mount

Right brake, left HP 

Accessories D12533 Tray Ordering company _______________________________________

D13041 Slow Down Brakes Return quote to _________________________________________

D12606 Cane holder Email _______________________________@_________________

D13235 Tall Handles for Legacy, adds 3" height Ph: ______________________ Zipcode for delivery ___________

D13235M Tall Handles Maxi, adds 4" height

This walker will be built in our shop. It cannot be shipped totally assembled. The handles will need to be inserted and adjusted for height and length. It is not recommended for drop ship delivery unless a 

technician can be present to make the adjustments to fit the client. Arm troughs may block use of seat for sitting, platform will block use of seat.  Note, the part numbers in the chart above do not indicate all 

components necessary to complete the walker assembly. Quote will show all necessary pieces. Non-returnable. 

4'10"-5'2" suggested height

 Left brake, right HP

Full platform, brakes mount at front edge,  27"w x 15.5"h

3. Brake handle position and style  One hand, operates brakes on both wheels

Crossbar, front push bar w/ one hand brake mounted center, replaces back 
strap, not available for Maxi+

HP Handle, one hand brake w/ angle adjustable bar on other side, only 

available on Symphony, Left or right in prod # is based on HP side. 

  D12682 O2 Tank Holder

    P12519 Seat Pad,

  D12523 Under seat bag

Mark For _______________________________________________                               User weight_____________ User height________________ Floor to Elbow_______________

Clarke Health Care info@clarkehealthcare.com 888-347-4537 Fx: 724-695-2922 ver D



Custom options 

Forearm trough or Pad options

Forearm troughs/pads. Adds 3” to handle 
height. Choose brake handle style 

Full platform showing joystick brake handles. Adds 
3” to handle height. Choose brake handle style 

Brake handle options used with arm pads or platform

Looped brake handle, used with arm pad or 
platform, showing one hand braking, can also 
be mounted for 2 hand braking. Squeeze and 
push brake action 

Joystick style braking used with arm pad or 
platform, can be mounted as one hand or two hand 
braking, Push/pull brake action.  

One hand braking

Cross bar, replaces back strap, brake handle 
mounted center. Left or right one hand braking 

One hand brake, 2 cables from one side operate 
brakes at both wheels. Can be used on Legacy, Maxi 
or Symphony without pads or platform.  

HP handle, one hand brake with padded bar on 
other side. Replaces  backstrap. Push with trunk or 
forearm. Only used with Symphony 



DecPac Fiberglass Ramps
Wherever your entry problem, front porch, door
threshold, curb or minivan, DecPac folding ramps are a
light-weight solution. No assembly needed, ready to use
right out of the box, simply unfold. Great for wheelchairs,
walkers, strollers or anyone with limited mobility. No
permanent assembly or installation, quick to setup or
remove. Perfect for renters or travelers.

Features
DecPac ramps are lightweight and quiet, will silently ride
in the back of your vehicle. All sizes of ramps have a built-
in handle for carrying. The ends of the ramp have a
ribbed grip-edge so they stay in place. Accordion-style fold
makes the ramps easy to fold and compact so that they
slide under a minivan seat or stand in a closet.  

Components
Constructed of fiberglass-laminate with a rigid foam core, DecPac ramps are weather
resistant.  The deck has non-slip surface and bright safety tape to mark the edge. Personal
size ramps have 3 panels. Longer MP (multi purpose) ramps have 4 panels.  MP ramps
also are available with an Edge Barrier, a 2 3⁄4” tall side panel to eliminate rolling off the
edge. DecPac Ramps have a maximum load capacity of 660 lbs.

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com



FOLDED SPECIFICATIONS Length Width Weight Suggested Rise

MP24 2’ 4" 29” 8.5 lbs Up to 7”

MP210 2’ 10" 33” 13 lbs Up to 9”

MP44 4’ 4" 29.5” 22 lbs Up to 13”

MP55 5’ 5" 29.5” 26.5 lbs Up to 16”

MP66 6’ 6" 29.5” 31 lbs Up to 20”

MPEB44 4’ 4" 32” 26.5 lbs Up to 13”

MPEB55 5’ 5" 32” 31 lbs Up to 16”

MPEB66 6’ 6" 32” 37.5 lbs Up to 20”

Capacity 660 lb

CLARKE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, INC.
7830 Steubenville Pike • Oakdale, PA 15071

Phone (888) 347-4537 • Fax (724) 695-2922 • www.clarkehealthcare.com

CHP 39A

Specifications
To determine ramp length, measure the rise, the distance from the top 
step to ground. Note, the longer the ramp, the less grade to overcome.

Warranty
DecPac ramps have a 1 year limited warranty against manufacturer defects.
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The BINNIs™ 

BINNI-Sofa is a wearable beanbag that provides a child with his own 
personal space. Curl up, relax or wear a Binni and have fun rolling 
around. The multiple openings allow him to step into it in any manner as 
he sees fit. The BINNI provides soft pressure and becomes a 'soft belly' 
just calling for a warm hug from mom and dad.
The outer, stretchable, polyester fabric cover is removable and washable. 
An inner bag contains the "stuffing" beads. Rated for ages 3 and up. 

Participating Senses: 

ore harehareharehare

BINNI-Sofa™

HxWxL  
Weight  
Part Number  Green 

Orange 

12" x 19" x 17" 
3 lbs. 
MS10040001GR 
MS10040001OR

Warranted for 1 year against defects in material or workmanship, from date of 
purchase. Excludes reasonable wear and tear. 
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MISHU Basic is a weighted doll that provides deep pressure stimulation. 
Designed to fit shoulders and neck, it can be used in the classroom, during 
meals or doing your homework. Deep pressure promotes focus after 
activity. 

Participating Senses: 

ore harehareharehare

MISHU Basic™

Mishu's weight can be adapted to the child's age, wishes and needs by 
inserting or removing the weight pads, 26.5 oz and 9.5oz, in the zippered 
pockets. The soft polyester fabric can be laundered after removing weights.

HxW  
Weight  
Part Number   

16" x 12"
5 lbs. 
MS20010001

Warranted for 1 year against defects in material or workmanship, from date of 
purchase. Excludes reasonable wear and tear. 

The MISHUs ™ 
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HER100 SafetyGrip® is a 360° rotating assist rail with both vertical and 
horizontal grab areas to assists transfer onto and off the bed. Rotation 
locks every 90⁰. Using various sections, rail is height adjustable from 
34.3”-44.12”, can be safely used on all mattress thicknesses and sizes. 
Vertical and horizontal grab areas with SafetyGrip® coating are 12” 
long.  

Made of steel with white, powder-coat finish, that is anti-microbial 
and anti-bacterial. Mounts to beds with L-shape angle iron frame.  300 
lb. capacity, weighs 19 lbs.  1 year warranty  

 

 
 HER450 SafetyGrip® Balance-Assist bedside rail with multiple height 
adjustment options. Straps around box spring or frame, fits twin to 
king size beds, mattress height standard to pillow-top. Top of bar sits 
14 ¾” above bed frame, additional cross bar adds 5.25” height, 
standing 20” above the bed frame or box spring.  Grab area is 18.25” 
with patented SafetyGrip® surface. 

Made of steel with white, powder-coat finish, that is anti-microbial 
and anti-bacterial. 300 lb. capacity, weighs 8.3 lb.  1 year warranty 

 

 

 

  HSG450 SafetyGlo® balance-assist bedside rail with patented 
SafetyGrip® grab surface which gives a great grip every time. The 
unique gentle glow assists the user to locate the grip, gain balance 
and gather their bearings. Glow is engerized by sunlight or room light. 
Grab area is 18 ¼”. Rail attaches with adjustable traps around bed 
frame or box spring. Top of bar sits 14 ¾” above bed frame, additional 
cross bar, included in package adds 5.25” height, standing 20” above 
the bed frame or box spring. 

Made of steel with white, powder-coat finish, that is anti-microbial 
and anti-bacterial. 300 lb. capacity, weighs 8.3 lb.  1 year warranty 

 

 

These products are not intended to be used as bed restraints to keep someone from falling out of bed. 

 SafetyGrip®  Bedside Balance Assist Rails 
Rails and bars used for assistance while moving, repositioning or sitting up in bed. Assist rails 

provide stability to balance when standing or transferring from bed. 
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70002 M-Rail® is an easy bedside mobility solution, fitting snuggly 
against your mattress and helps you get comfortable, reposition, sit-
up, balance, stand or transfer to a chair or wheelchair. M-Rail® fits all 
mattress sizes. Lightweight, compact, and ideal for both home and 
travel.  Adjustable height from 14.5” to 20” above bed frame. 
Compact and lightweight, its contoured padded handrail provides a 
soft, secure grip.  

Easy to assemble with no tools required. Made of steel, M-Rail® has a 
300lb. capacity, weighs 7 lbs. 1 year warranty. 

  

 

 70000 Arcorail® is a rotating, professional-grade bedside handrail, 
which provides maximum bedside mobility for home, clinical care, and 
hospital settings. Patented rail rotates 360° and locks in place every 
90°; totaling four locked positions. Vertical floor tube has multiple 
height adjustments, 23”-33” and fits all bed sizes. Second loop can be 
removed for taller mattresses up to 24” high. Arcorail® s surface is 
treated with an anti-bacterial powder coating.  

All components are included to attach securely to a variety of bed 
frame styles, L-shape, tubular, square or rectangular channels. 
Arcorail® has a 300 lb. capacity, weighs 20 lbs. 1 year warranty. 

    

 

 HER611 MoveEasy® Pole is a free standing vertical pole that securely 
fixes from the floor to the ceiling, anywhere in a room, as long as it 
has a regular drywall ceiling attached to wooden or steel studs. Floor 
plate can be screwed into floor for heavy, aggressive use. Easy to 
store and put away, its fast removal feature in high-occupancy and 
rotating facilities makes it ideal for facility or home.  

Assembles in sections, steel pole adjusts from 79.5” – 109.5”with 
39.25” of SafetyGrip®, patented grab surface.  Unlike competitors 
poles which ship as one 8’ box, longest section is less than 36” for 
easy transport or storage. 200 lb. capacity, 1 year warranty.  

Photo shows optional horizontal bars not included in HER611.  

 

 

These products are not intended to be used as bed restraints to keep someone from falling out of bed. 

Model 
Width of 
grab area 

Height above 
mounting point Capacity Mounting style 

HER100 12” 34.3”-44.12” 300 lb. Mounts to  L-shaped angle iron bed frame 

HER450 18.25 14.75”/20” 300 lb. Strap around box spring or frame, twin to king 

HSG450 18.25” 14 .75”/20” 300 lb. Strap around box spring or frame, twin to ling 

70002 18” 14.5”/20” 300 lb. Strap around box spring or frame, twin to king 

70000 14” 23”-33” 300 lb. Mounts to bed frame; L-shaped angle iron, round tube, square or  
rectangular channel frames 

HER611 39.25” 79.5”-109.5” 200 lb. Pressure fits floor to ceiling 
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